College of Engineering

Graduate Programs Available

Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/chemical-biological-engineering)

• M.S. in Chemical Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/chemical-biological-engineering/ms-chemical-engineering)
• M.S. in Environmental Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/environmental-engineering)
• M.Eng. in Chemical Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/chemical-biological-engineering/master-engineering-chemical-engineering)
• M.Eng. in (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/chemical-biological-engineering/master-engineering-chemical-engineering) Bioengineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/chemical-biological-engineering/master-engineering-bioengineering)
• Ph.D. in Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/engineering-phd)
• Ph.D. in Materials Science (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/letters-science/chemistry-biochemistry/phd-materials-science)

Department of Civil Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/civil-engineering)

• M.S. in Civil Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/civil-engineering/ms-civil-engineering)
• M.S. in Environmental Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/environmental-engineering/#programstext)
• Ph.D. in Ecology and Environmental Sciences (Interdisciplinary) (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/interdisciplinary-other-programs/phd-ecology-environmental-sciences)
• Ph.D. in Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/engineering-phd)

Gianforte School of Computing (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/computer-science)

• M.S. in Computer Science (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/computer-science/ms-computer-science)
• Ph.D. in Computer Science (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/computer-science/phd-computer-science)

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/electrical-computer-engineering)

• M.Eng. in Electrical Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/electrical-computer-engineering/meng-electrical-engineering-option)
• M.S. in Electrical Engineering, Plan A (thesis) (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/electrical-computer-engineering/ms-electrical-engineering-plan-a)
• M.S. in Electrical Engineering, Plan B (professional paper) (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/electrical-computer-engineering/ms-electrical-engineering-plan-b)

• Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/electrical-computer-engineering/phd-electrical-engineering-option)
• Ph.D. in Materials Science (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/letters-science/chemistry-biochemistry/phd-materials-science)

Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/mechanical-industrial-engineering)

• M.S. in Industrial and Management Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/mechanical-industrial-engineering/industrial-engineering)
• M.S. in Mechanical Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/mechanical-industrial-engineering/mechanical-engineering)
• M.Eng. in Mechanical Engineering (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/mechanical-industrial-engineering/mechanical-engineering)
• Ph.D. in Engineering -- Industrial & Management Engineering option (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/engineering-phd)
• Ph.D. in Engineering -- Mechanical Engineering option (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/engineering/engineering-phd)
• Ph.D. in Materials Science (http://catalog.montana.edu/graduate/letters-science/chemistry-biochemistry/phd-materials-science)

Research and Extension Centers (http://www.coe.montana.edu/research_centers.html)

Dean
Brett Gunnink, Ph.D., P.E.
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237 Norm Asbjornson Hall
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